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Response to Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “The Minister’s Black Veil” 

“It’s written all over his face”—a common expression packed full of so much 

meaning. People process a multitude of clues generated from the faces of those they 

converse with. Consequently, when barred from that informative view, suspicion arises. As 

inquisitive and social beings, access to information is crucial to our culture. Author 

Nathaniel Hawthorne in his short story, “The Minister’s Black Veil” cunningly 

demonstrates, however, that the inquisitive nature of a “faithful flock” becomes 

conveniently suspended when considering religious doctrine.  

In his tale, Hawthorne establishes a sense of uneasiness and distrust associated with 

a black veil worn by the community’s minister, Mr. Hooper. One parishioner announces 

when she sees the minister veiled for the first time, “he has changed himself into something 

awful, only by hiding his face” (2268). It’s no accident that the author chooses a minister for 

this role—one who is resound in his faith and will not, for a moment, remove the black veil. 

Furthermore, Hawthorne keeps his character Hooper from seeing and interpreting the 

world on his own terms as an individual. Everything the minister views is somehow 

colored by the cloth (as in the clergy). The narrator describes the veil’s effect on Hooper’s 

attitude as, “tinged, rather more darkly than usual, with the gentle gloom of Mr. Hooper's 

temperament. The subject had reference to secret sin, and those sad mysteries which we 

hide from our nearest and dearest, and would fain conceal from our own consciousness, 
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even forgetting that the Omniscient can detect them” (2268-9). The veil symbolizes the 

unknowable mysteries of faith to the external viewer and to the minister wearing the cloth, 

represents the false face worn in public where religious morality serves as constant judge 

to our everyday performances. It imprisons the minister and does not allow him to 

experience and cherish life as a mortal, but impedes and entices him with promises of a life 

beyond… of immortality. And since Hooper acts as both a representative and instructional 

member of the church, his shaded or biased view transfers to his parishioners.  

Church members question the presence of the veil, and recognize the “vagary” of the 

man wearing such a mask (2269). He is a minister responsible for spreading the message of 

God and helping his parishioners interpret the meaning of the scriptures. Whether he 

wears the mask or not, the minister’s role doesn’t change. Hawthorne uses the device of the 

mask to illustrate a truer picture of a belief in God that is never entirely revealed, but 

steeped heavily in mystery—hidden by the thin insights of a “man of the cloth.” Though the 

congregation reacts negatively to Hooper’s veil, “it was remarkable that of all the 

busybodies and impertinent people in the parish, not one ventured to put the plain 

question to Mr. Hooper, wherefore he did this thing” (2271). A representative council from 

the story’s community makes an attempt at inquiry, “but that piece of crape, to their 

imagination, seemed to hang down before [Hooper’s] heart, the symbol of a fearful secret 

between him and them. Were the veil but cast aside, they might speak freely of it, but not 

till then” (2271). Hawthorne recognizes that to question a man is common practice, but 

once Hawthorne embodies the minister with the mysteries of religious faith, the questions 

cease. Hawthorne posits that veiled or mysterious sermons given by ministers like Hooper 

attract attention and become widespread because people are trying to resolve the conflict 
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with mysteriousness in their own lives and souls—it’s relatable and provides answers 

without actually giving answers. 

Is organized religion simply a front? Is it the opiate of the masses? Is it a means to 

maintain the oppression of the proletariat, remain with civil order, and populate our 

armies all for the profitable ambitions of a few? Or perhaps the veil, like the crucifixion of 

Jesus, allows us a means toward salvation, toward forgiveness, so that we may continue 

life-as-usual after we have sinned. If we did not see the world through this type of charade, 

would we all go mad from the guilt? Or would we cease to properly function as a society 

and fall into chaos? Whatever the reason, Hawthorne ultimately remains with the necessity 

of having his fictional community members commit Father Hooper to the ground—veil 

intact.  
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